Tours Into Upper Antelope Canyon

Tour #1 - Sightseer's Tour
Come with your guide to a spectacular petrified sand dune created by wind, water and sand, presenting a sculptured masterpiece. Nothing can describe this work of Mother Nature. Trips to the Upper Antelope Canyon run 1-hour and 40 minutes long and one or two of which is spent on site at the canyon. You will travel in comfort in a 4-wheel drive tour truck to the canyon. From where we park the trucks we start our walk into the canyon, standing at the bottom of the canyon looking up to 115 feet to the top. There is no hiking or climbing involved. With your 1-hour on site this is your time to be given a tour by your driver and time for you to photograph and enjoy the beauty of Upper Antelope Canyon. After the tour is done you will be returned to our office in Page, AZ.

Tour #2 - Photographer's Tour
Designed for experienced and professional photographers only. Limited seating: maximum 12 persons but we like to average 8 on our tour. The tour lasts 2-hours and 40 minutes from start to finish. We give you the maximum time allowed in the canyon (2 hours). Our guide will help you with the traffic in the canyon to the best of their abilities and also show you great places to take a photo. This is not a photo workshop. This tour is designed for serious photographers - We want you to know this is the same exact canyon we walk though as our Tour #1. While on photo tour you are not seeing other locations. Instead it is just more time in the same canyon to take more photos. Please consider joining our Tour #1 if your camera equipment lacks that of a serious photographer (e.g. tripod, SLR or equivalent).

Tour Prices and Daily Schedule

2018 Rates
Tour #1 - Sightseer's Tour - 90-100mins
Departure Times: *7:00, 8:00, 9:30, **11:30, 1:30, 3:30, *4:30 (offered from mid-March to mid-September)
Rates: Adults $45.50; Child 0-7 $27.50; Child 8-12 $35.50
**11:30 Rates: Adults $50.50; Child 0-7 $40.50; Child 8-12 $48.50

OPEN YEAR ROUND
Reservations are required
Tour #2 - Photographic Tour - 160mins
Departure Times: 11:30 (year-round); 9:30 (Oct-Feb), 1:30 (March-Sept).
Rates: Adults $109.00; no children on Tour #2
Rates include: tour fare, taxes, park entrance fee.
Prices are subject to change

Open 7 days a week
All trips subject to availability and weather conditions
Departure times may vary with the season.

We accept: MasterCard, American Express, Discover, Visa and Cash for payment.

For Reservations Call:
928-645-9102 (Office)
928-660-0739 (Cell)

After Hours:
Toll Free from Page
435-675-9109
22 S. Lake Powell Blvd.
P.O. Box 936, Page, AZ 86040

E-mail:
tours@antelopecanyon.com
www.antelopecanyon.com
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The mysterious and haunting beauty of Antelope Canyon (also known as "Corkscrew Canyon") awaits the adventurous traveler who seeks to discover one of the most spectacular, yet little known attractions of the Lake Powell area. A tour to this awe-inspiring sculpture set in stone is a must for amateur and professional photographers alike. Come see nature's surprising masterpiece of color.

Travel in a 4-wheel drive vehicle that is both rugged and safe yet comfortable. You enjoy a scenic ride to the canyon where the guide explains geology, cultural history and modern issues.

Upon arrival at the site you will step into the desert and enter an amazing fantasy world in stone. For photographers, with proper exposures, you can bring out the best in your own creativity. For non-photographers there is a magical new world to explore and immerse yourself in. The colors are rich and deep in the morning and afternoon, famous light beams occur mid-day during the months of April to September. If you don't know the best time to take your tour, just drop us a note and we'll help you decide.

Return visitors should note that the road to the Canyon has been gated by the Navajo Nation; only authorized tour guides are permitted to enter.

Please note you are still able to take pictures on our Tour #1, those with hand-held cameras will find this tour plenty of time to take awesome pictures inside the canyon. Tour #2 is mostly for serious photographers.

Suggested Equipment for photographers: Tripod, Small Pen-light, Extra Film, Memory, Batteries, and Cable Release or Remote. Tripods may be available upon request.

Upper Antelope Canyon tours depart from our office at 22 South Lake Powell Blvd in Page, AZ. As you may see with the map above our office is right in the middle of town. Look for our Monster Trucks.

This image is a perfect example of how simple the walk is into the canyon, as you can see we enter at ground level into the canyon. There are no steep hills or cliffs involved, it's like a walk on the beach.

Riding conditions to the canyon is a bit bumpy but not a jolting experience - we find it comfortable and safe. Trucks are equipped with seat belts and an overhead canopy to block the sun and most of the desert heat in the summer. We primarily use our open-air trucks and in the winter months our canopy protects the sides too, blocking most of the cold. We do have enclosed vehicles available upon request, give us a try you'll cherish the experience forever.